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 Rectification
- A made a mistake, B realised that. A thereby can request the Court to ratify
- See mistake for details

Incorporation of written terms into an oral contract: Signature, Reasonable notice, 
Course of dealing, Trade custom will be discussed in Exemption Clause 

Implied Terms 
1. Implied by Court

a) By Law
b) By Fact

2. Implied by Statue
3. Implied by Trade Custom

1a. Implied by Law 

 Not depend upon ANY intention imputed to the parties

 Terms implied in law must be
i. Implied as a matter policy

ii. Necessary incident
iii. A reasonable term to apply

 Usually implied to protect against exploitation of the more vulnerable party.

 The process of implication of terms in law occurs in all common contractual
relationships [1st category] - e.g. seller vs buyer, master vs servant, employer vs
employee Shell UK Ltd v Lostock Garages Ltd

 Terms under ‘relationship’ category cannot be implied simply on the basis of
reasonableness; see below

Leading case - Liverpool City Council v Irwin - Necessity Test 
Facts Liverpool city council owned a block of flats in which D was a tenant.  

The common parts of the flats, the lifts, staircases, rubbish chutes had fallen into 
disrepair.  
A rent strike was implemented by many of the tenants including D. 
The council sought to evict D for not paying rent  
D counter claimed for breach of an obligation to repair.  
However, the tenancy agreement did not mention any obligation to repair.  
In fact the tenancy agreement only imposed obligations on the tenant with no 
mention of the obligations of the landlord.  
D asked the court to imply a term that the council had an obligation to repair the 
common parts of the block of flats.  
Q: did the repair work of the Council forms part of the tenancy agreement 

Rule The courts did imply a term.  
The nature of contract required a term to be implied that there was an obligation to 
take reasonable care to keep the common parts in reasonable repair and in use.  
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The implied term arose as a legal incident in contracts of a defined type between 
landlord and tenant that the landlord was to take reasonable care to maintain the 
common parts.  
It could be implied into the tenancy agreement – ‘to take reasonable care to keep 
the block of flats in reasonable repair and usability’ 
However, there was no breach of this duty 
HL rejected Denning in CA that a term could be implied if it was reasonable 

 
The House of Lords concluded that a term should be implied requiring the 
Claimant to exercise reasonable care to keep the common parts of the tower block 
in repair and property lit. (The Council had not breached this implied term.) 

 
 Such term is implied into all contracts of a particular type as a matter of policy 

rather than what the parties intended 

 NOTE: correct test to apply? Terms implied by law 
Necessity - 

 Lord Wilberforce:  

 More subsequent authorities – 
present test 

 Terms in fact – necessary to make 
the contract workable to give 
effect to parties’ intentions 

 Vs. Terms in law – necessary as a 
means of regulating this type of 
contract 

Reasonableness 

 Lord Cross (Lord Denning in CA) 

 Justification: different test to the one 
used in implied in law (necessity)? 

 More appropriate? 

 Logical: terms in fact – higher test of 
necessity – infer from intentions of 
parties 

 Vs. lower test for implied terms in law 
– regulate the particular type of 
contract, rather than intentions of 
parties 

 

 Refer ‘terms’ that are a ‘necessary incident’ of a ‘definable category of’ contractual 
relationship Scally v Southern Health and Social Services Board, subsequently approved 
by Lord Woolf in Spring v Guardian Assurance plc  

 Necessary + Reasonable to imply Peden (2001)  

 Terms implied in law supposed to be found upon reasonable expectations 

 A term can be implied if it was necessary incident of this type of contract (terms implied 
in law) 

  “...in practice a commercial contract never states all the primary obligations of the parties 
in full; many are left to be incorporated by implication of law from the legal nature of the 
contract into which the parties are entering.” Photo Productions Ltd v Securicor Transport 
Ltd  

Employment Contract cases  
Mahmud v Bank of Credit and Commerce International SA (in liquidation)  
Facts BCCI’s banking business had collapsed, and the regulatory authorities had then 

discovered that the business had been carried on fraudulently over a number of years. 
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Applicants were former employees, who found that they could not obtain 
employment in the financial services industry. 
They alleged that this was because of the stigma attached to the fact that they were 
former employees of BCCI 
They sought for compensation for the financial consequences. 

Rule Employer was under an implied obligation to its employees not to conduct a 
dishonest or corrupt business 
If it was reasonably foreseeable that a breach of this implied obligation would result 
in the serious possibility of damage to the employee’s future employment prospects, 
employee could recover damages for the financial loss resulting form that breach 

Crossley v Faithful & Gould Holdings Ltd [2004] 
Rule In the context of terms implied in law, better to focus on questions of reasonableness, 

fairness and the balancing of competing policy considerations, rather than the 
elusive concept of ‘necessity’ 

 
1b. Implied by Fact 

 The court concludes that the parties would have intended the terms to apply had they 
considered the issues at the time of making the contract 

 Terms are implied in fact on the basis of an intention imputed to the parties from the 
actual circumstances as a process of addition of terms to ensure that the particular 
contract does not lack ‘commercial or practical coherence’ 

 Based on the perceived intentions of the parties, only applied other else the contract be 
incomplete - Liverpool City Council v Irwin,  

 court won’t imply a term if it is reasonable (not enough by itself), but only imply if 
strictly necessary – Equitable Life Assurance Society v Hyman [2000]  

 2 tests: almost always produce the same result; Terms need to satisfy either the Business 
efficacy or officious bystander test 

i. ‘Business efficacy’ test 
 Provides for the courts to imply a term with the object of giving the transaction such efficacy 

as, objectively judged, both parties must have intended that it should have 

The Moorcock 
Facts The claimant moored his ship at the defendant's wharf on the river Thames.  

The river Thames is a tidal river and at times when the tide went out the ship 
would come into contact with the riverbed.  
The ship became damaged due to uneven surfaces and rocks on the riverbed.  
The claimant sought to claim damages from the defendant and the defendant 
argued that there was no provision in the contract warranting the condition of the 
riverbed 

Rule The court implied a term in fact - that the riverbed would be safe for mooring.  
The term was implied because, without it, the contract could not be performed as 
the parties must have intended or it was being implied in order to make the contract 
work. 
The court introduced the business efficacy test, i.e. the term must be necessary 
to give the contract business effect.  
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